Hi,

**Math 18 is no longer acceptable as of F09** for Econ. The economics department now requires a two term calculus sequence that includes both single and multivariable calculus, or a three term sequence that includes multivariable calculus. Since Cabrillo does not offer a two-term sequence in calculus, the option will be to take Cabrillo's MATH 5A-B-C or take ECON 11A and 11B after transfer. Should the student decide to start the sequence after transfer I would advise completion of precalculus before transfer. It might also be a good idea to take statistics and get that requirement out of the way.

Under UCSC's Catalog Rights Policy students can follow a catalog (or agreement) up to three years prior to transfer provided that they were continuously enrolled during that time. Therefore, we will accept MATH 18 for enrolled Cabrillo students who will transfer no later than fall 12. Spring, 2012. Our preference for students who have not started the math remains that they follow the new articulation.

Please let me know if you have any questions. Update per August, 2011 - also applies to Cognitive Science - students must have already taken MATH 18 to fulfill the requirement - CANNOT take in Fall, 2011 for fulfill requirement.

Barbara

---

--- Original Message ---

Hi Barbara,

Can you look at Carolyn's question and get back to me about how we should advise students. ME

-------- Original Message --------

**Subject:** UCSC Econ 11A and 11B

**Date:** Thu, 17 Sep 2009 11:05:45 -0700

**From:** carolyn jackson <cajackso@cabrillo.edu>

**To:** Mary Ellen Sullivan <masulliv@cabrillo.edu>

**CC:** magarcia@cabrillo.edu

Hi Barbara,

Has Barbara Love given you any further advanced info on this Econ 11A and 11B no longer accepting Math 18 issue? (Business Economics Major)

Starting Fall, 09, Math 18 is no longer accepted, so students need to take Math 5ABC ... the info on ASSIST says:

/Admission into all economics majors and the minor is based on performance in courses ECON 1 & 2; students must have a combined GPA of 2.8 in these courses. If a transfer student has taken the equivalent of ECON 1 & 2 (microeconomics and macroeconomics), the department will review the transcript and determine a GPA./

So, should we be advising students to wait and take ECON 11A and 11B at UCSC?

Thanks!

C